The da Vinci Research Kit (dVRK) is a teleoperated surgical robotic system. For dynamic simulations and model-based control, the dynamic model of the dVRK is required. We present an open-source dynamic model identification package for the dVRK, capable of modeling the parallelograms, springs, counterweight, and tendon couplings, which are inherent to the dVRK. A convex optimization-based method is used to identify the dynamic parameters of the dVRK subject to physical consistency. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the modeling and the robustness of the package. Although this software package is originally developed for the dVRK, it is feasible to apply it on other similar robots.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE da Vinci Research Kit (dVRK) is an open-source teleoperated surgical robotic system whose mechanical components are obtained from the first generation of the da Vinci Surgical Robot [1] . It has made research on surgical robotics more accessible. To date, researchers from over 30 institutes 1 around the world are using the physical dVRK, and some others are using the dVRK simulations [1] - [3] .
Model-based control has proven capable to increase the control precision and response speed of robotic arms [4] , as well as their capability to deal with surrounding environment [5] . Although these techniques have already been widely used on traditional industrial robotic arms and collaborative robotic arms, their research on surgical robots can be rarely found due to the lack of accurate dynamic models. Moreover, several open-source simulators for the dVRK [2] , [3] have been developed recently, which can potentially accelerate the development of robotic algorithms and surgical training. However, accurate dynamic model, which is essential for realistic simulation, is absent in all of these simulators.
Several studies have been reported regarding the dynamic model identification of the dVRK [6] - [9] . Fontanelli et al. [6] identified the dynamic parameters of the Master Tool Manuscript Manipulator (MTM) and Patient Side Manipulator (PSM) of the dVRK using the method proposed in [10] . In our previous work [8] , we replicated the approach in [6] and identified the dynamic parameters related to the first three joints of the PSM. With the obtained dynamic parameters, we implemented a collaborative object manipulation based on impedance control, with one PSM manually controlled by a user and the other following the former one's motion automatically. Sang et al. [7] and Piqué et al. [9] identified the dynamic parameters of the PSM using Least-square Regression and used them for sensorless external force estimation for force feedback. Despite a significant amount of work regarding the dynamic model identification of the dVRK manipulators, none of them can be used directly by other researchers since the dynamic parameters vary between different robots of the same make and model due to manufacturing and assembly variances. Furthermore, the assembly components of robots are subject to deformation and wear & tear along their life cycle, which can potentially alter the dynamic model. As such, dynamic model identification is required before the implementation of any robust model-based control algorithm. This requirement drives the need for a robust open-source dynamic model identification package.
There are existing software packages for the dynamic model identification of robotic manipulators, such as SymPybotics [11] , FloBaRoID [12] , and OpenSYMORO [13] . However, SymPybotics and FloBaRoID are targeting at generic openchain manipulators and lack the capability of modeling parallelograms, springs, counterweights, and tendon couplings, which are inherent to the mechanical design of the dVRK. Although OpenSYMORO is able to model closed-chain mechanisms, no physical consistency (also called physical feasibility) [14] is considered in parameter identification, which can potentially lead to unexpected behavior in simulations and model-based control [15] .
The physical consistency conditions enforce the positivity of kinetic energy [15] and the density realizability of a link [16] by constraining the inertia tensor to be positive definite and the sum of any two of its eigenvalues to be larger than the third one. These two conditions were formulated into semi-definite constraints with Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) techniques in [10] , [14] , [17] , enabling the use of convex optimization tools to solve the identification problem. Moreover, Sousa and Cortesao [17] showed physical consistency constraints can improve identification performance by reducing overfitting.
The purpose of this work is to develop an open-source dynamic model identification package for the dVRK considering full physical consistency. Based on the workflow of dynamic model identification in Fig. 1 , we structure this letter into seven sections. Sections II and III explain the mathematical formulation of the kinematic and dynamic modeling of the MTM and PSM. Section IV describes the trajectory optimization method to improve parameter identification quality. Section V presents the identification approach to obtain physically consistent dynamic parameters. The experimental results are presented to validate the proposed approaches in Section VI. The concluding arguments are entailed in Section VII.
II. KINEMATIC MODELING OF THE DVRK
To build the relationship between the robot joint motion in the dVRK-ROS package [1] and the torque of each motor, several types of joint coordinates are defined. q d are the joint coordinates used in the dVRK-ROS package. q = (q b ) (q a ) are the joint coordinates used in the kinematic modeling in this work, where q b are the basis joint coordinates which can adequately represent the kinematics of the robot, and q a are the additional joint coordinates, which represent the other joint coordinates in the parallel mechanism and can be represented by the linear combination of q b . Since both the MTM and PSM have seven actuated degrees of freedom (DOF), the basis joint coordinates can be represented by q b = q 1 q 2 . . . q 7 . q m are the equivalent motor coordinates which are considered at joints, with the reduction ratio caused by gearboxes and tendons included for most motors unless explicitly specified. Finally,
define the complete joint coordinates. The relation between these joint coordinates is illustrated for both the MTM and PSM in this section. The dimensions are referred from the user guide of the dVRK or measured manually if not available.
A. Kinematic Modeling of the MTM
The left and right MTMs are identical to each other, except the last four joints being mirrored to each other. Consequently, the two MTMs can be modeled similarly. The frame definition based on the modified Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) convention [18] is shown in Fig. 2 , and the kinematic parameters of the MTM are described in Table I . The kinematics of the MTM can be described as r Joint 1 rotates around the Z-axis of the base frame, z 0 . r Joints 2, 3, 3 , 3 , and 3 construct a parallelogram, which is actuated by joints 2 and 3 .
r Joints 4, 5, 6, and 7 form a 4-axis non-locking gimbal.
The kinematics of the MTM is fully described by the basis joint coordinates q b , which are equal to the dVRK joint coordinate q d , q b = q d . The additional joints q a can be described as the linear combination of q b by
Joints 1, 5, 6, and 7 are independently driven, and thus the motion of these joints is equivalent to their corresponding driving motors, q d 1,5−7 = q m 1,5−7 . The motion of q d 4 depends on both q m 4 and q d 3 and can be described by
where r 3 ≈ 14.01 mm and r 4 ≈ 20.92 mm are the radii of the pulleys shown in Fig. 3 . The coupling between q d 2−4 and q m 2−4 due to the parallelogram and tendons is resolved by the coupling matrix
B. Kinematic Modeling of the PSM
The frame definition of the PSM is shown in Fig. 4 , and the corresponding parameters are shown in Table II . The kinematics of the PSM can be concluded as r The first two revolute joints form a remote-center-ofmotion (RCM) point via a double four-bar linkage with six links actuated by a single motor. Fig. 4 a. M 6 and M 7 correspond to the modeling of motors 6 and 7, respectively. F 67 corresponds to the modeling of the relative motion between links 6 and 7. The dimensions are shown in Fig. 4 r The third joint is prismatic and provides the insertion of the instrument through the RCM. The first three joints allow the 3-DOF Cartesian space motion.
r Revolute joints 4 and 5 construct the roll and pitch motion of the wrist to reorient the end-effector.
r The last two joints construct the yaw motion of the endeffector, as well as the opening and closing of the gripper. We model the first five joints of the PSM identical to the dVRK-ROS package, i.e., q 1−5 = q d 1−5 . The dVRK-ROS package models the last two joints as q d 6 , the angle from the insertion axis to the bisector of the two jaw tips, and q d 7 , the angle between the two jaw tips. However, the gripper jaws are designed and actuated as two separate links. As shown in Fig. 5a , the relation between q d 6−7 , and q 6−7 is described by
Since the first four joints are independently driven, the equivalent motor motion is considered to occur at joints, i.e., 
A. Dynamic Parameters
Each link k is characterized by the mass m k , the center of mass (COM) relative to the link frame k, r k , and the inertia tensor about the COM, I k . To express the equations of motion as a linear form of dynamic parameters, we use the so-called barycentric parameters [19] , in which the mass m k of link k is first used, followed by the first moment of inertia, l k = m k r k . Finally, the inertia tensor L k about frame k is used [20] , which is calculated via the parallel axis theorem
where S(·) is the skew-symmetric operator.
The aforementioned inertial parameters of link k are grouped into a vector δ Lk ∈ R 10 as
Besides the inertial parameters of link k, the corresponding joint friction coefficients, motor inertia I mk , and spring stiffness K sk are grouped as additional parameters
where F vk and F ck are the viscous and Coulomb friction constants, and F ok is the Coulomb friction offset of joint k. Eventually, all the parameters of n joints are grouped together as the dynamic parameters δ of a robot.
B. Dynamic Model Formulation
The inverse dynamic model for closed-chain robots, which relates motor torques and joint motion, can be calculated using Newton-Euler [21] or Euler-Lagrange [22] methods for the equivalent tree structure and by considering kinematic constraints between joint coordinates. The Euler-Lagrange equation is used to model the dynamics of the dVRK, due to its ease of dealing with kinematic constraints. The Lagrangian is calculated by the difference of the kinetic energy K and potential energy P of the robot, L = K − P . Motor inertias and springs are not included in L and modeled separately.
The relation from motor motion q m to the torque of each motor i caused by link inertia is then computed as
The friction torques of all the joints q c are considered as
where F v and F c are diagonal matrices encapsulating the viscous and Coulomb friction constants, and F o is the vector of the Coulomb friction offset constants. The torques caused by motor inertia are defined as
For spring k, we only model the stiffness constant K sk as its parameter, which results into the spring torques
where K s is a diagonal matrix of the stiffness constants of the springs, and Δl s is the equivalent prolongation vector. The joint torques caused by springs and frictions can be projected onto the motor joints, using the Jacobian matrix of their corresponding joint coordinate with respect to the motor joint angle q m [22] . Thus, the motor torques τ m with link inertia, springs, frictions, motor inertia, and motion couplings considered are given by
To identify δ, (14) is rewritten into (15) by the linear parameterization.
QR decomposition with pivoting [23] is used to calculate the base parameters, a minimum set of dynamic parameters that can fully describe the dynamic model of a robot. With this method, we get a permutation matrix P b ∈ R n×b , where n is the number of standard dynamic parameters and b is the number of base parameters. The base parameters δ b and the corresponding regressor H b can then be calculated by
C. Dynamic Modeling of the MTM
The dynamic modeling description for the MTM is shown in Table I . All the nine links are modeled with link inertia. The frictions of all the joints q are considered, except joint 3 since joint 3 and joint 3 share the same joint coordinate, and their frictions are coupled together. Similarly, all the motors except the 4th one have their corresponding independently driven joints which have already been modeled with link inertia and joint friction. Therefore, only motor 4 is modeled with motor inertia and motor friction.
The electrical cable along joint 4 ( Fig. 6 a) affects its joint torque significantly. The joint torque data of joint 4, τ + 4 and τ − 4 , was collected, with joint 4 rotating at ±0.4 rad/s and other joints being stationary, as shown in Fig. 6 b. We collected data at constant joint velocities, which explicitly removes any torque due to inertia. Moreover, due to the friction model in (11) , the frictions with the joint velocity at ±0.4 rad/s should be opposite to each other if the Coulomb friction offset is not considered. Thus finally, we computed the mean of τ + 4 and τ − 4 , which canceled the viscous and Coulomb friction terms and kept the joint friction offset and torque applied to the joint from the cable physically acting on it, τ m c4 (q 4 ). To get τ m c4 (q 4 ), we first fitted the joint torque data at ±0.4 rad/s using 7th order polynomial functions of q 4 , respectively, as shown in Fig. 6 b. Next, the mean of the obtained coefficients of the two polynomials p + 4 and p − 4 was calculated as the coefficients of the polynomial that represents τ m c4 (q 4 ). In addition, on joint 5 of the MTM, there is a spring to balance the gravitational force ( Fig. 7a ). Due to the modeling shown in Fig. 7b , the joint torque from the spring is given by
where l s is the length between the two axes connecting the spring, which can be calculated using the law of sines as
and l r ≈ 61.3 mm by measurement is the value of l s when the spring is relaxed. Based on basic trigonometry, the moment arm d s can be calculated by
where h s , r s and q o are constants shown in Fig. 7 b. Thus, Δl s5 = (l s − l r )d s .
D. Dynamic Modeling of the PSM
The dynamic modeling description of the PSM is shown in Table II . Inertia is considered for all the links contributing to the Cartesian motion, including the counterweight, link 3 . The motor inertia of these joints is ignored since it is not significant compared to their link inertia. The inertia of the wrist and gripper links is minimal, and thus infeasible to identify. Therefore, we only model the inertia of motors for the wrist and gripper, corresponding to the motion of q m 4−7 . Since joints 2, 2 , 2 , 2 , and 2 are all driven by a single motor, their frictions can be represented by the friction of one joint for simplicity. Thus, among these joints, only joint 2 is modeled with friction. Similarly, only joint 3 is modeled with friction out of joints 3 and 3 . Because of the contact between links 5 and 6, and between links 5 and 7, as shown in Fig. 5b , the frictions on joints 6 and 7 are modeled, corresponding to the motion of q 6 and q 7 . Moreover, the friction between links 6 and 7 due to the contact between the two jaw tips is considered, corresponding to the motion of q 7 − q 6 . Additionally, the frictions on the motor sides of the last four joints are also modeled, corresponding to the motor motion of q m 4−7 . The torsional spring on joint 4 which rotates the joint back to its home position is modeled as
IV. EXCITATION TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
Periodic excitation trajectories based on Fourier series [24] are used to generate data for dynamic model identification. These trajectories minimize the condition number of the regression matrix W b for the base parameters δ b , which decide the dynamic behavior of a robot.
where q m i is the motor joint coordinate at ith sampling point and S is the number of sampling points.
The joint coordinate q m k of motor k can be calculated by (22) where ω f = 2πf f is the angular component of the fundamental frequency f f , n H is the harmonic number of Fourier series, a lk and b lk are the amplitudes of the lth-order sine and cosine functions, q m ok is the position offset, and t is the time.
The motor joint velocityq m k (t) and accelerationq m k (t) can be calculated easily by the differentiation of q m k (t). And the trajectory must satisfy the following constraints:
r The joint position q is between the lower bound q l and the upper bound q u , q l ≤ q ≤ q u .
r The absolute value of the joint velocityq is smaller than its maximum valueq max , |q| <q max .
r The robot is confined in its workspace. The Cartesian position p k of frame k is between its lower bound p lk and upper bound p uk , p lk ≤ p k ≤ p uk .
V. IDENTIFICATION
To identify the dynamic parameters, we move the robot along the excitation trajectories generated via the method described in Section IV. Data is collected at each sampling time to obtain the regression matrix W and the dependent variable vector ω.
where τ m i is the motor torque at ith sampling point. The identification problem can then be formulated into an optimization problem which minimizes the squared residual error || || 2 w.r.t. the decision vector δ.
To get more realistic dynamic parameters and reduce overfitting problems [17] , we utilize physical consistency constraints for dynamic parameters:
r The mass of each link k is positive, m k > 0. r The inertia matrix of each link k is positive definite, I k 0 [15] , and its eigenvalues, Y x , Y y , and Y z , should follow the so-called triangle inequality conditions [16] 
r The COM of link k, r k , is inside its convex hull, m k r lk − l k ≤ 0 and m k r uk + l k ≤ 0, where r lk and r uk are the lower and upper bounds of r k , respectively [10] .
r The viscous and Coulomb friction coefficients for each joint i are positive, F vi > 0 and F ci > 0.
r The inertia of motor k is positive, I mk > 0. r The stiffness of spring k is positive, K k > 0.
The first two constraints regarding the inertia properties of link k can be derived into an equivalent with LMIs [14] as
We can also add the lower and upper bounds to m k , F vi , F ci and K j when we have more knowledge about them.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
This section presents the experimental procedures and results of the dynamic model identification of the dVRK arms. A. Experimental Procedures 1) Excitation Trajectory Generation: Two independent excitation trajectories were generated for identification and test, respectively, for each of the MTM and PSM. The harmonic number n H was set to 6. The fundamental frequency f f of the MTM and PSM were 0.1 and 0.18 Hz, respectively. The joint position and velocity were constrained within their ranges in the optimization. Since links 2 and 2 of the PSM are very close to each other with similar motion, it is hard to get a trajectory with a low condition number of W b when both links 2 and 2 are considered. Links 2 and 2 have the similar problem. Therefore, the trajectory optimization of the PSM was based on the model without links 2 and 2 . Finally, pyOpt [25] was used to solve this constrained nonlinear optimization problem.
2) Data Collection and Processing: The joint position, velocity, and torque were collected at 200 Hz in position control mode. The joint acceleration was obtained by the second-order numerical differentiation of the velocity. A sixth-order low-pass filter was used to filter the data with the cutoff frequencies of 1.8 Hz for the MTM and 5.4 Hz for the PSM. The cutoff frequencies were chosen experimentally to achieve the best identification performance as they are low enough to filter the noise as well as high enough to keep the useful signal in the collected data. To achieve zero phase delay, we applied this filter in both forward and backward directions.
3) Identification: To get uniformly precise identification results for all joints, the residual error i of each motor joint i in (24) was weighted by w i = 1/(max{τ m i } − min{τ m i }). As a convex optimization problem, the identification was solved via the CVXPY package [26] with the SCS solver [27] .
B. Validation of the Identified Values 1) Identification for the dVRK Arms:
The identified dynamic parametersδ from identification trajectories were used to predict the motor joint torque on test trajectories,ω = Wδ. The relative root mean squared error was used as the relative prediction error to assess the identification quality, = ||ω −ω|| 2 /||ω|| 2 . The same experimental procedure was conducted with the modeling from [6] for comparision since it is the only previous work considering physical consistency. Figs. 8 and 9 show the comparison of the measured and predicted torques on the test trajectories for the MTM and PSM, respectively. The relative prediction error of each motor joint is shown in Table III . The suffixes, -F and -Y, represent the modeling from [6] and our work, respectively.
For our proposed approach, the relative prediction errors of the first three motor joints of the MTM are less than 17.0%, which correspond to the Cartesian motion and most of the link inertia of the MTM. The large backlash from gearboxes and small link inertia of the last four joints make it hard to identify their dynamic parameters accurately. Hence, the relative prediction errors of the last four motor joints are relatively higher. Compared to the method from [6] , our proposed approach achieves better overall identification performance. Particularly, incorporating the modeling of the nonlinear friction on joint 4 and the spring on joint 5 improves the identification performance for joints 4 and 5, significantly.
For our proposed approach, the relative prediction error of the first three motor joints of the PSM is less than 19.1%, which correspond to the Cartesian motion and most of the link inertia of the arm. The relative prediction errors of the last four motor joints are relatively larger since they are only modeled with motor inertia and frictions, and the magnitudes of the joint torques are very small. Compared to the method from [6] , our proposed approach achieves similar identification performance for the first three joints while much better performance for the last four joints. This improvement is owed to the modeling of friction offset (see joints 4 and 5 in Fig. 9 ) and motor inertia.
2) Identification With a Weight on the PSM: The same identification procedure was performed with a standard 200 g weight (totally 205 g, with 5 g tapes added) firmly taped on the top of the parallelogram of the PSM, i.e., link 2 (see Fig. 4 ). We listed all the seven base parameters related to m 2 in Table IV . Since each complete symbolic base parameter is too long to show here, we only show part of it to illustrate the relation between the parameter and m 2 .
With the values of one parameter identified with and without the weight (i.e.,δ b andδ w b ), we estimated the mass of the weight as,m w = (δ w b −δ b )/c m 2 , where c m 2 is the coefficient of the corresponding m 2 term. The relative estimation error of the weight was calculated by w = |m w − 205|/205. As shown in Table IV , the low w was achieved through most parameters, except the 5th one whose w is as high as 82.5%. This can be caused by identification noise. The c m 2 of this parameter is only 0.00576, which is much smaller than the c m 2 of other parameters, and thusm w is more sensitive to noise for this parameter. In summary, the overall accurate estimation of the mass of the weight further demonstrates the robustness of the proposed approach and package.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, an open-source software package for the dynamic model identification of the dVRK is presented 2 . Link inertia, joint friction, springs, tendon couplings, cable force, and closed-chains are incorporated in the modeling. Fourier series-based trajectories are used to excite the dynamics of the dVRK, with the condition number of the regression matrix minimized. A convex optimization-based method is used to obtain dynamic parameters subject to physical consistency constraints. Experimental results show the improvement of the proposed modeling and the robustness of the package. Although this software package is developed for the dVRK, it is feasible to use it on other robots.
Despite the improvement of identification performance in our modeling compared to [6] , we can still observe substantial deviations between the measured and predicted torques. Although the convex optimization-based framework ensures the global optimality of identification results, it relies on the linearity of dynamic parameters w.r.t. joint torques [10] . As a result, nonlinear friction models considering presliding hysteresis, such as the Dahl model [28] , which can potentially improve the modeling of electrical cables and tendon-sheath transmission, cannot be used in this package. Moreover, the present identification approach requires the computation of acceleration, which provides more information, however, requires correct handling of data filtering, compared to energy model-based methods [29] .
